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ON MASSLESS DYADIC FORMS AND NO MINIMAL
COUPLING THEOREM
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We use the spinor helicity formalism in order to derive the dyadic forms for
massless fields of various spins. We also give an iterated form of this approach
in case higher spin theories are under study. This reduces calculations at hard
and soft scattering problems in gauge theories drastically. Finally, we state and
prove a theorem of gauge symmetry violation in the presence of minimal cou-
pling with light in higher spin theories ( j > 1/2).
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1 Introduction
These notes are organized as follows. In section 2 we present our conventions and defini-
tions of the Dirac wave functions and present useful identities. In section 3.1 we compute
the dyadic form of a massless spin-1 field introducing a useful representation of its polar-
ization vectors. In section 3.2 we continue our discussion about dyadic forms considering
the massless graviton and in section 3.3 the Rarita-Schwinger field [2]; our aim is find an
iteration for higher spin fields and which is sketched in section 3.4. The no minimal cou-
pling theorem is presented for the first time with a proof in section 4. Finally, in section 5
we conclude.
1
2 Mathematical framework - Dirac wave functions
First we define the wave functions with negative helicity of the free massless2 Dirac field
Ψ(x) using the one particle state with three-momentum p and spin s
(Ω, (PLΨ(0))α
∑
s
1p+s) := αp] with γ5p]=−p]. (2.1)
Analogously for the positve helicity particle eigenstate we have
(Ω, (PRΨ(0))
α˙
∑
s
1p+s) := α˙p〉 with γ5p〉 =+p〉. (2.2)
Here PL/R are the usual helicity projectors on the spinor space.
For the anti-particle case, one obtains similar relations up to a free constant phase which
we set to zero. Therefore, we have following universal mapping:
For left-handed particles or right-handed anti-particles : αp]
For right-handed particles or left-handed anti-particles : α˙p〉
In order to complete the presentation of the wave-functions we give also the Dirac adjoint
ones:
For left-handed particles or right-handed anti-particles : 〈pα˙
For right-handed particles or left-handed anti-particles : [pα
The reader can easily test the following relations for massless helicity spinors
〈pp]= [pp〉 = 〈p /p = /pp〉 = [p /p = /pp]= 0
together with
〈i j 〉∗ = 〈i j 〉† = [ j i ]
where we used the abbreviation pi ≡ i .
The spinor projectors take the following form
p〉[p = /pPL and p]〈p = PL /p
and span the spinor space
p]〈p+p〉[p = [PL , /p]+ = /p. (2.3)
2In abuse of language we will refer to helicity eigenstates and we will also mean chirality eigenstates, since
in the massless case they coincide.
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This is nothing else than the sum over all polarizations of the massless Dirac field and the
corresponding dyadic is then given by
DabDirac(p)= αp]〈pβ˙+ α˙p〉[pβ = /pab . (2.4)
We can use the above projectors to compute the following probabilities3
|〈i j 〉|2 = |[i j ]|2 = 2 i · j
using elementary trace identities of the γ-matrices.
Applying the definition of charge conjugation forDiracwave functions one gets the familiar
anti-symmetry property, namely
〈i j 〉 =−〈 j i〉 and [i j ]=−[ j i ].
Obviously 〈i i〉 = [i i ]= 0.
Therefore, it is useful to express the amplitudes as
〈i j 〉 =
√
2 i · j eiφi j
with φi j ∈R and similar for the other helicity pairs.
Closing this section we notice two important relations:
(i) We reformulate the Fierz identity
〈iµ j ]〈kµl ]= 2〈ik〉[l j ] and 〈iµ j ][kµl〉 = 2〈i l〉[k j ] (2.5)
with γµl ≡µ and repeated Greek indexes ignite appropriate contractions.
(ii) The Schouten identities read
〈i j 〉〈kl〉+〈 jk〉〈i l〉+〈ki〉〈 j l〉 = 0 . (2.6)
2.1 Application: crossing symmetricalβ-decay
As a pedagogical application we consider the following scattering in SM-framework at low
energies [5] but still not trivial to consider massless matter:
d(1) νe(2)→ u(3) e(4).
3This is not normalized to 1 for convenience.
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The quantummechanical amplitude at the lowest order of weak-coupling4 Gw is given by
A (1−2−→ 3−4−)=−i2
p
2Gw 〈3µ1] 〈4µ2].
Using identity (2.5) we get
A (1−2−→ 3−4−)=−i4
p
2Gw 〈34〉 [21]
and therefore themodulus squared takes automatically the following formusing the spinor
identities stated above
|A |2 = 128G2w 3 ·4 2 ·1.
The job is now done. This gives rise to the familiar total cross section
σtot=
G2w
pi
s
where s is the CMS energy of the scattering.
One sees the power of this formalism in computing processes at the level of the quantum
amplitude and not at the level of probability as the older methods. An enhancement of
efficiency and speed of calculation is the major contribution of this method.
3 Massless dyadic forms
3.1 Massless spin-1 field
We now turn our attention to real massless spin-1 fields, with ultimate goal to derive the
corresponding dyadic form.
It is true that one can combine two spinors to construct a vector [4], therefore, we define
taking p ·p = 0 the following Lorentz vectors
εµ−(p; p¯) :=N−1− [pµp¯〉 and εµ+(p; p¯) :=N−1+ 〈pµp¯] (3.1)
where p¯ ≡ P (p) is the backwards momentum with p · p¯ 6= 0 and p¯ · p¯ = 0. Furthermore
N± ∈C.
One immediately sees that
p ·ε±(p; p¯)= p¯ ·ε±(p; p¯)= ε+(p; p¯) ·ε−(p; p¯)= 0. (3.2)
4Here the weak-coupling Gw is defined as the Fermi β-decay constant GF [5] times the Cabibbo mixing
parameter cosθC .
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In addition, we fix the normalization constant. We demand
ε±(p; p¯) ·ε∗±(p; p¯)=−1 (3.3)
and we get
N ≡N± =
√
4 p · p¯ .
The relations (3.2) and (3.3) are nothingmore than the constraints on the polarization vec-
tors of a real massless spin-1 field. This gives rise to the following dyadic form
D
µν
spin-1
(k; k¯) :=
∑
s∈{±}
ε
µ
s (k; k¯) ε
∗ν
s (k; k¯)
=N−2[k¯µk〉[kνk¯〉+N−2〈k¯µk]〈kνk¯]
=− gµν+2k
(µk¯ν)
k · k¯ . (3.4)
We obtained this elegant result using elementary trace identities of the γ-matrices.
It is instructive to notice that contracting the dyadic D
µν
spin-1
(k; k¯) with conserved currents5
the pure gauge term vanishes [4]. In the following discussion we will always ignore such
terms.
3.2 Massless spin-2 field
In this sectionwederive the dyadic formsof themassless graviton and theRarita-Schwinger
field.
For the massless spin-2 symmetric tensor field under some convenient gauge fixing only
two degrees of freedom propagate (physical field). Therefore, the following decomposition
holds [4]
|graviton〉 = |photon〉⊗ |photon〉.
We write the corresponding polarization tensor ε
µν
s (k, k¯) as
ε
µν
±2(k; k¯)= ε
µ
±(k; k¯) ε
ν
±(k; k¯). (3.5)
5The conservation of Jµ requires p · J (p)= 0 but not when contracted with p¯µ.
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The abovemapping allows us to compute the dyadic of the field summing over all physical
polarizations,
D
µν,κλ
spin-2
(k; k¯) :=
∑
s∈{±2}
ε
µν
s (k; k¯) ε
∗κλ
s (k; k¯)
=
∑
s∈{±}
ε
µ
s (k; k¯) ε
ν
s (k; k¯) ε
∗κ
s (k; k¯) ε
∗λ
s (k; k¯)
=1
2
σµκνλ+ 1
k·k¯
[
g νλ(k¯ [κkµ]−kµk¯κ)+ gκν(k¯ [µkλ]−kλk¯µ)
+ gκλk¯(νkµ)− gµκk¯(νkλ)− gµν(k¯ [κkλ]−kλk¯κ)− gµλk¯(νkκ)]
+ 2
(k·k¯)2
[
kµk¯κk¯(νkλ)+kλk¯µk¯(νkκ)−kλk¯κk¯(µkν)]
=1
2
σµκνλ+pure gauge (3.6)
Again we computed this dyadic using elementary trace identities of the γ-matrices.
The pure gauge term is of no great interest since the gravitational source Tµν is manifestly
conserved.
3.3 Massless spin-3/2 field
In the case of a massless Rarita-Schwinger field we follow the same problematic: we de-
compose the field in a vector and spinor. It can be easily shown that after applying the
physical state condition γµΨµ = 0 [2], the maximal/minimal helicities survive.
In other words, the +3/2 polarization tensor reads
ε
µ,α˙
+3/2(p; p¯)=N−1〈pµp¯] α˙p〉 (3.7)
and similarly the −3/2 polarization tensor is given by
ε
µ,α↓
−3/2(p; p¯)=N−1[pµp¯〉 αp].
We are now ready to compute the dyadic form6
D
µν,ab
spin-3/2
(p; p¯) :=
∑
s∈{±3/2}
(
ε
µ,α˙l
s (p; p¯) ε¯
ν,βl
s (p; p¯)
)ab
=1
2
aγν /pγ
µ,b +pure gauge (3.8)
again using elementary identities of the γ-matrices. The pure gauge term ismanifestly zero
after contracting it with a conserved fermionic current ηbν.
6We do not really keep track of the spinor labels, since they exchange positions in the two terms.
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Here, it is important to notice that such currents in an interacting theory emerge from a
supersymmetric source [8] and a minimal coupling does not fulfil this condition [3], [9].
We will prove a more general version of this statement in section 4.
For the sake of completeness we present the full version of the dyadic form of massless
Rarita-Schwinger field:
D
µν,ab
spin-3/2
(p; p¯)=
a
/pγ
ν
/¯pγ
µ
/p
b
4p · p¯
= 1
2
(
aγν /pγ
µ,b+2 a /pbpµp¯ν− aγ(ν,bpµ)+
a
/¯p /pγ
ν,bpµ+ a /p /¯pγµ,bpν
p · p¯
)
.
By inspectionwe see thatD
µν,ab
spin-3/2
is the actual projector respecting the algebraic gauge fix-
ing and the equations of motion and rejects the longitudinal and ±1/2 degrees of freedom.
3.4 Higher spins
At this point it should be clear how the algorithm looks in order to calculate dyadic forms
of a massless higher spin field. We iterate the decomposition in n vector currents (3.1)
and one spinor (2.1), (2.2); then we construct polarization tensors for massless n+1/2 spin
fields. I.e.
ε
µ1...µn ,αl
±(n+1/2) (p; p¯)= ε
µ1
± (p; p¯) ... ε
µn
± (p; p¯) (Ω, (PR/LΨ(0))
αl∑
s
1p+s ) (3.9)
for the maximal helicity states7.
Hence8 we have for n ∈N an iteration formula9
D
µ1...µn ,ν1...νn
spin-n
(k; k¯)= 1
(4k·k¯)nTr
[
n∏
j
(
/¯kµ j /kν j
)]
and
D
µ1...µnν1...νn ,ab
spin-n+1/2 (p; p¯)= 1(4p·p¯)n a /p
n∏
j
(
γν j /¯pγ
µ j
/p
)
b (3.10)
We see at once the power of this formalism: without knowing the explicit form of the un-
derlying Lagrangian and without even trying to find a suitable gauge constraint, we only
use the desired statistics and helicity values of the field. Then the construction of the cor-
responding dyadic form reduces to an elementary exercise of Clifford algebra gymnastics.
Such higher spin fields do not allow mediation of forces of inverse square law and if they
7Here we used the formal decomposition for arbitrary polarizations, keeping track of the correct phases
(3.7).
8We assume that all greek indexes of the same family are symmetrized properly.
9We understand under Tr
(∏0)= 1 that no spin is present.
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exist they will not introduce any long range effects [1] nor they admit conserved charges in
an interacting theory [3].
4 Nominimal coupling theorem
In this section, continuing the previous discussion from section 3.3, we present a theorem
about the incompatibility of minimal coupling and bosonic or fermionic gauge symme-
tries.
Theorem: If a minimal coupling (to the photon) exists in a field theory, where the mass-
less field Ψ carries at least one Lorentz-vector label, then its gauge symmetry (bosonic or
fermionic) G is broken.
In the free theory there exists a conserved source η such that ∂η= 0, with η∝ 〈1p|0−〉η [4].
Therefore, ∃G : Ψ7−→Ψ+∂χ and the vacuum persistence amplitude, eiW[η], is intact due to
the invariance of the action I [Ψ] under G .
According to the hypothesis, there exists a minimal coupling to the photon, namely
A · J where J (x)=−i δI[Ψ]
δ∂Ψ(x)
δΨ(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noether current
+P [Ψ,A](x). (4.1)
In other words, P [Ψ,A](x) is J (x) minus the conserved Noether current of the global sym-
metry and therefore a polynomial of fields and their derivatives.
Without any loss of generality, we define the corresponding new source η′ of interacting
fieldΨ as follows:
η′ := η+ A · δJ
δΨ
with J [Ψ,A](t )≡∫d3xJ (x).
If G is still unbroken then ∂η′ = 0, hence
∂µη
′µ = ∂µηµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+∂µAν
δJ ν
δΨµ
+ Aν∂µ
δJ ν
δΨµ
.
Here following J.Schwinger [4], η is simply the per definition conserved field-generating
source of the free theory.
If n is the maximum power of the minimal coupling constant in I [Ψ,A], we construct the
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following term:
lim
g→∞
1
gn
η′ := η′# (4.2)
which admits a four-current,J #, free of spacetime derivatives of the fields10.
We immediately see that no J #, besides the trivial oneJ # = 0, fulfils this constraint under
the assumption that G gauge symmetry is still present, since J #[Ψ,A](t ) is a functional
of the total field space. The iteration is obvious; we proceed to the previous order in the
coupling constant O (gn−1), taking the corresponding limit introduced in definition (4.2);
now this is the term, where spacetime derivatives of the fields are absent. Again the under-
lying J # fulfils the divergence equation and vanishes. This goes all the way down to the
∝ g -term, where by the hypothesis J # 6= 0 (existence of minimal coupling), which leaves
∂µη
′µ 6= 0. This means that if a minimal coupling exists, then the internal G symmetry is
absent, which concludes the proof.
This theoremhas severe consequences to the interactions between light andmassless bosonic
or fermionic particles with j > 1/2. We notice that during the interaction, the e.o.m. of the
field are inconsistent, namely
K Ψ=−η′
where K is the kinetic operator of the theory, makes sense only in the limit g → 0.
In amplitudes, where Ψ participates, one cannot simply substitute the Lorentzian part of
the polarization vector (3.9), ε
µ1
± (p; p¯) ... ε
µn
± (p; p¯), by the on-shell momentum p
µi , in order
to get zero. In other words, p¯ is fixed by the definition of the dyadic form and does not serve
as a non-perpendicular auxiliary momentum in the scattering, as in the case of g g → g g
process [6]. This problem is already known for the Rarita-Schwinger [7], [8] and the spin-
5/2 field case [9] and here we took the effort to confirm and prove it in general for any
j > 1/2 fields.
The non-existence of a minimal coupling to photon11 does not forbid a gauge invariant
effective interaction of neutral charged fermions; for example in the case of spin-3/2 field
of the type ψ¯FµνΨµν, where the field strengths are protecting the bosonic and fermionic
gauge invariance of the action functional I [Ψ,ψ,A]. One can easily check that in this theory
10We are allowed to use the e.o.m. of A but not ofΨ, since η′ is the generating source ofΨ.
11A possible cure to this problem, at least in the Rarita-Schwinger case, is to upgrade the internal fermionic
symmetry to a generalized covariant transformationΨ→Ψ+Dχ as described in [10] inspired by the super-
transformations [8]. This makes the action invariant up to a total derivative, if one imposes initial value
secondary constraints.
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the divergences of η′ and J (the sources of the spin-3/2 and the photon field respectively)
are identically zero.
5 Conclusion
The spinor helicity formalism allows us to work right at the level of quantum mechanical
amplitudes without involving squaring the scattering amplitudes and summing analyti-
cally over all spin values of the physical legs and in the end expressing the result in Lorentz
invariant quantities. This approach provides an enormous advantage over the traditional
methods of computing and studying hard and soft processes in massless gauge theories,
reducing the average terms that one should compute drastically.
The power of this formalism does not end here. Besides the computation of hard and soft
scattering amplitudes, we used spinor helicity eigenstates to derive the dyadic forms of
massless fields with arbitrary spin, minimizing the time cost and sparing the inversion of
canonical kinetic terms. These forms appear on the numerator of gauge-fixed Feynman
two point functions. We also gave an iterating formula (3.9) for higher spin fields and stated
and proved an important theorem of gauge symmetry violation in the presence of minimal
coupling with light in higher spin theories ( j > 1/2), which makes charged higher spin in-
teractions with light non-trivial in the sense of coupling.
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